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2009 HDGASA Awards

Moroccan Grand Prix

Steelcom Engineering is a Durban based engineering firm specializing in medium engineering and is headed by Alan Smit.
Steelcom was a contractor supplying the fencing for the on the A1 Grand Prix, hosted by Durban 2005 2007. During this
time the company established a firm relationship with Australian based D3 Motorsport as supplier in 2005 & erector for
2006&2007. Steelcom was a logical choice as supplier when the Moroccan Grand Prix became a reality for D3 Motorsport &
Steelcom MD, Alan Smith, also a seasoned motorsport fanatic, rose to the occasion.
Phoenix Galvanizing's relationship with Steelcom began with serious cold-calling when details of the Moroccan Grand Prix
Project surfaced. To secure the order for Phoenix Galvanizing was a tall order as Steelcom had a long-standing relationship
with a non-member Galvanizer and was reluctant to try a new supplier with such an important project. Armed with the latest
HDG Today Magazine (that happened to be the 2008 HDGASA Awards Issue) & a very competitive quotation, the client was
approached. What clinched the deal however was when the requirements and logistic of the project became know and
Phoenix Galvanizing was able to provide a “one stop shop”.
The Moroccan project entailed a lot more in terms of fabrication than the Durban A 1 Grand Prix & Steelcom was responsible
for the following:









The making of 20 moulds for concrete crash barriers that were to be cast on site in Marrakech.
2500 of each top & bottom debris fencing panels
Male & Female posts for the fitting of the debris panels to the concrete crash barriers.
The spectacular 3 storey control tower
2 storey Pit Structure with VIP suites
Over-track gantry for start lights
Starter stand for controls
Demarcation brackets for crowd control

All HOT DIP GALVANIZED!
The project further entailed that all components be fabricated, Hot Dip Galvanized, containerized & then shipped via the Port
of Durban. Steelcom's initial plan was to fabricate the goods at their factory in Umbilo, have the goods HDG at their supplier
& hire a vacant yard in close proximity to their supplier at which to store goods & containerize from. Phoenix Galvanizing
could provide all those service in one go.
Production on the project started in the last quarter of 2008 & a highlight in the early fabrication stages was a visit from Heath,
Sam & Natalie from D 3 Motorsport in Australia, who came to inspect the Phoenix Galvanizing plant & procedures & meet
their new project partner.
Initially Steelcom wasn't quoted on transport & were to provide their own transport, but soon the project took on a life of its
own & saw Phoenix Galvanizing stepping in to assist with transport “assist meaning”; providing 2 12 ton trucks a day!
The debris fencing panels were earmarked to be shipped first. This part of the contract comprised of basically 4 products:
1.) Top Fence
2.) Bottom Fence
3.) Male Pipe
4.) Female Pipe
Due to the draining holes and finished surface requirements all products had to be HDG in a certain way. It was fairly simple
to control as there were only 4 products.
Steelcom Engineering was absolutely organized & had an answer to every eventuality. Careful though & consideration was
given to the storage of goods and eventual transit of same. Custom made temporary stacking was retained at the yard of the
galvanizer and once goods were QC-ed, they were stacked in the correct quantities as per packing lists. Eventually (as
shipping dates were moved out) Phoenix Galvanizing was left with a mountain of fencing panels, which filled almost the
entre clearing between their Line 1 building & the cables plant.
The team met to discuss how the panels would be loaded into closed top containers. Overhead gantry cranes could not be
used due to the containers being closed top. It was decided that a platform will be made of one of the prototype concrete
moulds recycled in other words. The platform would be parked behind the shipping container. Goods would be loaded on
the back by forklift & wheeled into the container. Wheeling the stacks of fencing into the container was facilitated by a novel
fencing pallet on disc wheels. On the first day of containerizing however it seemed that the weight of the fencing panels were
too much for the discs of the fencing pallet & try as we may the bugger wouldn't budge. Steelcom's MD arrived, checked out
the scene & sent an employee across the road for some grease. All of ten minutes later pallets were gliding into the container
like they were on ice! Steelcom's MD dryling remarked: “Never fear when Steelcom's near. The bigger the problem, the
bigger the hammer!”

D3 Motorsport
on Plant Visit@
Phx Galv

Some Grease on the wheels
et voila!

Storage & containerizing of the
Fencing Component.........

Containerizing of fencing panels & posts were eventually perfected to a fine art and took all of 3 hours, worst case
scenario. Phoenix Galvanizing was at one stage loading 3 containers a day. Loading the containers however wasn't
child's play. It was the beginning of an extremely hot and humid Durban summer and temperature soared inside the
closed shipping containers to close on 45º Celsius. The staff took turns inside the container & refreshments were
provided on a daily basis to avoid heat exhaustion & dehydration.
The year ended with all the fencing panels and posts on the water & the prospect of the structural steel at the
beginning of the New Year. Little did we know that the fun & games were only starting!

Design problemsdistortion on kick-plate

Problem solved with
design change

The structural steel element of the project provided its fair share of challenges in the sense that everybody was still
finding their feet. Instead of dealing with only 4 components, as was the case with the fencing there now were several
components to deal with. The design of the control tower & pit lane structure also changed twice, which left Steelcom
with precious little time to produce the structure. Time became critical & 300 tons worth of steel(which would normally
have taken the company 3 months to do) had to be crammed into 1 month. The deadline was extremely tight & had to
be adhered to, as shipping dates could not be compromised (goods had to arrive well before the event to allow for
erection).
Several design issues arose & due to everybody's tight schedule, were promptly resolved via email. This saved a lot of
time as nobody had to traipse across town to inspect problems. Solutions were offered on the part of the Hot Dip
Galvanizer & implemented by the fabricator. Results were again photographed inside the plant & emailed through to
the client.
Stock was slowly building up again in the Phoenix Galvanizing yard & unfortunately the next leg of the project
coincided with Durban's rainy months. Try as we might, steel got muddy & dirty to the absolute horror of the client. A
break in the weather provided Phoenix Galvanizing with the opportunity to “clean up”. A team of factory janitors were
put to task, armed with brooms, mops & rags. Steel was washed & cleaned over a period of two days & stacked on
double dunnage (to keep it off the ground) & then covered with masses of plastic sheeting to keep it dry & clean.

Janitor Team in action!

Holding area of cleaned
steel

Time was running out for Steelcom Engineering and a later requirement in the project the pop-riveting & siliconing of
pre-galvanized sheeting onto trusses was also accommodated by Phoenix Galvanizing in the back of their Cables
plant. The company made available over 200²m of covered area to Steelcom. This area was rigged with trestles &
pretty soon a small production team got going. Ironically it was at this part of the project that the help of the HDGASA
was called in. I say ironically because their help wasn't called in to assist with a query related to Hot Dip Galvanizing it
was a pre-galv matter which was of grave concern. Due to the weather in Durban, virtually all of the pre-galv sheets
which had to be pop-riveted onto the trusses were riddled with white rust! The HDGASA advised that wiping same with
plain diesel would rectify the problem & soon a diesel wiping station was added to Steelcom's Production line (inside
Phoenix Galvanizing's Cables Building).
Containerizing loomed again and thankfully this time we were dealing with open-topped containers. It was a project of
extremes however. Hot as hell the one day with temperatures soaring to close to 45º Celcius (with the humidity factor)
and pouring with rain the next! Because of the complexity of packing the containers containerizing took a very long
time sometimes as long as 7 hours! There was a general joke around the containers that they were playing “Tetris”
again today”. (Tetris is a computer-game which requires the player to slot given shapes into openings to try and score
solid lines) It was the truth however. No two containers were the same; packing & positioning were made up along the
way & containers optimized to near full capacity. To avoid lethargy in the staff, arrangements were made to have the
shipping containers delivered at 4am to get an early start. The sun would make its way across to the Cable Building by
about 9am, severely slowing the process down. Many days however the sun wasn't the problem torrential
downpours were. Although a treacherous exercise that would normally not be entertained, containerizing had to carry
on due to the tight deadline on the project. Staff was extremely careful & no incidents were recorded down to the very
last container!
The project faced many challenges:

Double Dunnages
does the trick!

1.) Extremely tight deadline
2.) The wire used for the debris fencing panels was supplied by a reinforcing mesh supplier. As panels are
generally buried in concrete the supplier wasn't used to producing precision mesh for an application such as
this one. It took several weeks to perfect the run to the satisfaction of Steelcom.
3.) Loading the fencing panels into normal closed-top shipping containers. This was facilitated using “roller
pallets”.
4.) The extremely tight deadline on the project.
5.) Obtaining enough open top containers for the structure at the beginning of 2009. at one stage Steelcom had
the only 3 available open-top containers in the country at their disposal of which two were damaged!

Containerizing of the Structural Component.......

Rain or shine....

Rain or shine...

Playing Tetris!

Phoenix Galvanizing provided the following services to Steelcom:
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)
6.)
7.)

Transportation of goods from client
Hot Dip Galvanizing of goods in accordance with SANS 121 SABS ISO 1461 standards.
Once QC-ed, stacking and securing of goods in custom made shipping pallets.
Storage of goods.
The cleaning of mud splattered steel during rainy season.
Providing under-cover working area for Steelcom
Containerizing of 69 containers from the Phoenix Galvanizing yard.

Steelcom was further involved in the erection of the project in Marrakech Morocco and stayed on to
enjoy the event, which is believed to have been electrifying! General feedback from D3 Motorsport is
that they were extremely happy with their South African supplier & the quality of the Hot Dip
Galvanizing.
The final product is a magnificent high-tech steel and glass structure rising from the barren landscape.
It is in stark contrasted with the red desert sand and framed by the majestic Atlas Mountains in the
background. Truly a sight to behold!
At the actual event there were delegations of 3 different European countries who observed the event &
infra-structure for implementation in their own countries via D3 Motorsport. Naturally Steelcom is the
supplier of choice! The potential yield for the industry could be huge!

Steelcom assembly on site at Phoenix Galvanizing
Raw Material was
delivered & stored
on site at Phx Galv

Innovation and the Promotion of Benefits








In this instance Hot Dip Galvanizing was used as an international standard.
This was done in order to provide stakeholders with a durable maintenance free solution for a major tourist
attraction.
This project makes use of the sacrificial properties of zinc to provide corrosion protection & low
maintenance in mildly corrosive environment semi desert, North of Africa.
Hot Dip Galvanizing also provided corrosion protection properties whilst the goods were in transit. Goods
were shipped from Durban to Cape Town to Algiers & then to Casablanca. Containers spend on average 6
weeks on the water & an indefinite amount of time dock-side. An area which is also highly corrosive.
The developers of the product D3 Motorsport were happy with the aesthetic finish of the Hot Dip
Galvanizing & decided to display the coating as is.
The aesthetic look of the structure along with the Hot Dip Galvanized finish supplied what the developers
were looking for a sleek modern hi-tech structure which is an asset to the city of Marrakech & in stark
contrast with their traditional buildings.

Provide Service







The structure is located in an area that is not deemed as highly corrosive. The corrosion protection properties
of the HDG coating ensures a quality product which is maintenance free for many years to come.
The project has promoted various partnerships. The client(Steelcom) engaged his client (D3) in the logistics &
fabrication of the project from inception. Phoenix Galvanizing in turn engaged their client every step of the
process. The HDGASA also added value in supplying information that attributed to the success of the project.
All goods HDG were done in accordance with SANS 121 SABS ISO 1461 standard, ensuring a quality product.
The client was satisfied with the many value-added services that were offered by Phoenix Galvanizing.
Steelcom estimated a sizeable saving in using the company as a one stop shop.
Informal client training took place when exposing the D3 Motorsport team to the plant. When design faults
surfaced the Steelcom team were trained. Design faults or fabrication issues were rectified in order to ensure a
quality product.

Celebration of Superiority

Improved Technology






The project is very novel in the sense that the complete structure (save for the foundations) were
manufactured remotely & assembled on site. It would have been virtually impossible to source a local
supplier with the capabilities of Steelcom in Marrakech, with the added difficulties of
communication.(French & Arabic) Steelcom recounts in retrospect that the erection in Marrakech wasn't
all plain sailing, but laughs that the only two phrases the locals know in English are: “Very Good” and
“(naughty word) up!” An entire structure was erected using only those two phrases remarkable!
The HDG of this structure show growth in this industry already (motorsport) and follows hotly on the heels of
the A1 Grand Prix, which was held in Durban for 3 years & is now being hosted by Gauteng.
There is tremendous use for the use of HDG in the Motorsport Industry. Not only in this country but abroad,
as illustrated by this project.
South Africa has also established itself as a successful provider of infrastructure of this magnitude, to high
international standards & a high profile event.

Promote Professionalism











Constant transfer of knowledge took place on this project. Problems related to Hot Dip Galvanizing were
Communicated, brainstormed & resolved to ensure a quality product.
Phoenix Galvanizing & Steelcom rationalised the containerising of the products to a solution that suited
both parties & proved to be very cost effective& innovative.
This project has secured the trust of a brand new client who was swayed by value-added services, good
quality & service. It has built a partnership, which we hope will grow from strength to strength.
D3 Motorsport visited a total of 3 times throughout production of the order. They were involved in every
aspect of the process. Initially they were given a guided tour of the facilities to familiarise themselves with
the company & the process.
The project fostered teamwork within the factory as all departments had to function together in the
successful execution of the project. Sales & Marketing acted as complete Project Coordinator. Transport
fed production - Production oversaw that critical components were processed - QC communicated with the
containerising team on stock levels & critical goods.
There was also a very close connection with the small crew from Steelcom, (which assisted/oversaw the
containerising process) and the Phoenix Galvanizing containerising crew.
The HDGASA provided invaluable information which added great value to the project.
This is a pristine example of a HDG project that can be show-cased in a promotional publication. It is an
exciting step away from the norm. HDG is usually associated with buildings. This displays the coating in an
exciting new way which has global appeal!




The project has become a landmark in the city of Marrakech.
The Moroccan Grand Prix was last held in 1953, making this, “the resurrection of the Moroccan Grand Prix” a
very high profile event. It is also a pristine example of the use of HDG in an architectural application.

Dissemination of Knowledge




Knowledge was transferred throughout the project as previously stated. Design & Fabrication issues were
resolved with the client, once they surfaced. Problems were eliminated & the rest of the production run went
smoothly.
As previously stated, many of the issues were resolved electronically via email. The tight deadline of the
project did not allow for all parties to be under the same roof at times. The beauty of electronic communication
is that it is immediate. The client could see the problem on his screen take his laptop into his factory to show
his staff & ownership was taken of the problem on all levels.

Market Growth





The project was showcased in its entirety to 3 other interested parties from European countries. Chances are
very good that the entire team will get together “to do this all again pretty soon”.
HDG is not disguised in this project, it is showcased proudly as an architectural feature.
The project has expanded territory into Africa and at a very high profile International event.
The project has taken the use of HDG to a new emerging market i.e. Motorsport.

Sustainable Resources




The Moroccan Grand Prix stakeholders have benefitted from the delivery of a quality product, which is
maintenance free & cost effective. It is also a new landmark & asset for the city of Marrakech.
A paint system would have been prone to mechanical damage especially during the shipping and erection
process.
HDG has a much lower carbon footprint than that of Stainless Steel or Aluminium. This is, in a sense, a green
product.

Exceptional Merit



D3 Motorsport has benefitted from using a known South African supplier with the capabilities of pulling the
Project through, on an impossibly short deadline.
Phoenix Galvanizing was hungry enough for the business of a brand new client & the challenge of “knocking
his socks off” with their service delivery. The host of value added services the company offered resulted in a
very cost effective solution for the client. They were: Transportation - Storage of finished goods Provision of an
on-site undercover area in which to assemble components washing of the finished goods - containerizing of
69 shipping containers (during a period of 3 months, with a shut-down period nestled in between!) The
estimated saving was close to R1million.

This project is uniquely exotic due to its location and extremely high profile due to the resurrection of the event. It is
also utterly beautiful and proudly South African! It is a pristine example of excellent teamwork on a project with a very
tight deadline, as well as the benefits to providing a one-stop shop for a client.

Only in Marrakech!

Construction & the Event......

Steelcom’s Alan Smith & his trusty
Moroccan “side-kick” during construction

Alan & Belinda Smith - Steelcom

www.steelcom.co.za

Project Information
Owner: Menara Group
Track Design: D3 Motorsport
Fabricator: Steelcom Engineering
HDG: Phoenix Galvanizing (Pty) Ltd.
Total Project Value: Undisclosed
Total tonnage: HDG component 700 tons
Other 300 tons

